GREEN

SURTEC POLIVAC
HIGH SPEED BUFFER
WITH ACTIVE VACUUM SYSTEM

SOLUTIONS
FOR A
CLEANER
ENVIRONMENT

(US PATENT No. 5388305)

Description
Surtec’s Polivac 900 is the fastest high-speed swing buffer
on the market today, with an active vacuum system that
totally vacuums as it buffs. Actual particle count tests
under field conditions prove Surtec’s Polivac super highspeed swing buffer eliminates the dust problems associated with other standard high-speed buffers.
Surtec’s Polivac super high-speed vacuuming buffer is
truly a “Green Cleaning” buffer. It is ideal for all dust
critical areas such as clean rooms, hospitals, convalescent
homes, electronic plants, computer rooms and any other
areas where dust cannot be tolerated.
Surtec’s Polivac improves indoor air quality by vacuuming,
capturing and containing the dust that is typically associated with high-speed buffing. An optional micro filtration
container is available for extremely dust critical areas.

Features
- Cast aluminium construction designed for years of use
under the demanding conditions of professional floor
care.
- Heavy duty helical cut metal gearing designed for loads
250% greater than the motor output ensuring long life.
- Offset motor is based on innovative design to provide
exceptional balance and reduced starting torque for
easier handling and less operator fatigue.
- Specially designed drive block minimizes vibration and
operator fatigue and ensures positive floor contact on
uneven surfaces.
- Unique bypass vacuum system means that if liquids are
accidentally picked up, there will not be any damage
caused to the motor.
- Fully adjustable handle comfortably adjusts to the height
of any operator.
- Floating skirt assembly starts the vacuuming action at
the base of the unit and eliminates the need for dust
mopping when the buffing process is complete.
- The active by-pass vacuum system completes the vacu
uming process by vacuuming the dust from within the
skirt assembly and depositing it in the vacuum bag or
micro filter canister.

Specifications
Model

DE51500

Optional Micro Filter

DE61860
115 volts AC, 60 kz

Electrical

1.5 hp

Drive Motor

Surtec Acti-Vac

Vacuum Assy

All metal helical gears

Gear Box
Cord

50 ft, 12-3 wire

Buffer Body

Cast Aluminium

Handle Assembly

Fully Adjustable

Pad Driver

Balanced & Cushioned
16”

Pad Size

95 lbs

Weight
Warranty

Three Year Parts & Labor

Surtec Has the ‘Solutions’ for Your Maintenance Problems!
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1880 N. MacArthur Drive, Tracy, CA 95376
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